How Diverse California Voters Access Political News — and Engage

Californiaans Like to Make Up Their Own Minds. Only a minority of California voters prefer news that caters to their own particular point of view on major issues.

44% say they prefer sources of news that don’t have a particular political point of view.

Only 1 in 5 (21%) seek out news that reinforces their own beliefs.

Appetite for Government and Political Reporting:

59% of CA voters say they enjoy keeping up with the news “a lot.”

57% say they are “very” or “extremely” interested in following news specifically about government and politics in the state.

Only 8% say they don’t keep up with the news.

Voters Follow News on Government & Politics More Frequently Than Most News

Percentage of voters who frequently follow news on:

- Local weather: 69%
- Government & politics at the state level: 49%
- Government & politics at the national level: 62%
- Sports: 31%
- Entertainment: 11%

57% say they are “very” or “extremely” interested in following news specifically about government and politics in the state.

59% say they don’t keep up with the news.

59% of CA voters say they enjoy keeping up with the news “a lot.”

57% say they are “very” or “extremely” interested in following news specifically about government and politics in the state.

Only 8% say they don’t keep up with the news.
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COMMUNITIES OF COLOR ACCESS AND EVALUATE NEWS SOMEWHAT DIFFERENTLY

While they generally use the same news sources, voters of color get at least some of their news from ethnic media.

51% of Latinos, 46% of Asians/Pacific Islanders, and 46% of African Americans visit ethnic television news sources at least once a week.

36% of Latinos, 29% of Asians/Pacific Islanders, and 37% of African Americans visit ethnic radio news sources at least once a week.

31% of Latinos, 35% of Asians/Pacific Islanders, and 32% of African Americans visit ethnic newspapers at least once a week.

All voters, regardless of ethnic background, rely on professional journalists in the mainstream media for most of their government and political news.
CA VOTERS HAVE DESIRE TO BE PARTICIPANTS, NOT JUST RECIPIENTS

MOST CALIFORNIA VOTERS ARE ENGAGED IN SOME KIND OF CIVIC ACTIVITY TO IMPROVE THEIR COMMUNITY

61% SAY THEY HAVE ENGAGED IN SOME ACTIVITY IN THE PAST YEAR THAT INVOLVES THEM IN THEIR COMMUNITY’S CIVIC LIFE.

68% OF VOTERS SAY THAT TELEVISION, RADIO, NEWSPAPER OR INTERNET NEWS SOURCES “LET THEM KNOW ABOUT WAYS THEY CAN GET INVOLVED”

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IS HIGHLY CORRELATED WITH INTEREST IN NEWS ABOUT GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS—BUT NOT WITH POLITICAL AFFILIATION.

THOSE CALIFORNIA VOTERS WITH THE HIGHEST RATES OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT ARE MORE LIKELY THAN OTHERS TO REPORT AN INTEREST IN NEWS ABOUT GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS. THIS HOLDS EQUALLY TRUE FOR DEMOCRATS, REPUBLICANS, OR INDEPENDENTS.
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